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Feeling Broken
 
I've been sitting still
My thoughts are black
Im lacking the will
To turn back
My fingers shake
My brain is silent
My heart is gone
I feel violent
Because in the darkness
I know it's there
Im drowning
In my own despair
I feel useless
This isnt rare
I need someone
But no one cares
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Musician Love
 
Pulsing like an addiction
I need this for me
Finally something
that makes me happy
I am the creator
Of it's personality
It defies the logic
Of normality
Every note vibrates
With intensity
It fills the void
And gives me energy
I love it.~
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Still Waiting For You
 
My will is fading
My bones are aching
Your image lingers
Because you're breathtaking
I feel frozen
Am I mistaking?
My feelings for you
Are excruciating
Your smile
Is a luxury I miss
Could you stay while?
I cant handle this
Its getting harder
To breathe around you
Something in your eyes
says what I already knew
We werent meant
To survive
So how can I still feel
Like you keep me alive?
I guess it's in weakness
where these feelings thrive
While you took a bow
I took a dive
Is this it?
I guess it ends
With you just wanting
To be friends
Its okay
Im getting dimmer
But in my deteriorating mind
Stil you shimmer
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Teenage Nightmare
 
You whisper
Of pain and suffering
My heart complains
While my brain's still buffering
Because you create fear
Inside of your head
While Im locked out
You leave yourself for dead
All of your words
Hit me like tidal waves
Im trying to keep up,
Its your happiness I crave
But you refuse blindly
You're someone I cant save
And being with you, Im afraid
Is slowly digging my grave
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Your Lies Are In Your Eyes My Dear
 
I've been feeling
A little bit better again
The tide’s turning
I'm finally starting to win
But my smile’s deluded
The room’s starting to spin
 
I've been looking for happiness
Though I know it’s within
I'm getting colder
The ice is getting thin
You meet me with a stare
And I’ll meet you with a grin
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